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Florida State has produced three professionals currently on the PGA tour and is showing no signs of stopping as the men’s and 
women’s golf programs are home to two of the top amateur golfers in the world, John Pak and Frida Kinhult.  
 
In his first two years as a Seminole, John Pak has garnered an incredible amount of success on the golf course. The junior was 
selected as a 2019 PING! First-Team All-American and is currently the No. 12 men’s amateur in the world. Pak will once again 
serve as the leader of this year’s men’s team.  
 
Pak’s most recent success came in early September at the 2019 Walker Cup, which serves as the amateur’s version of the PGA’s 
Ryder Cup, in which the best from the USA and Europe square off. The tournament was held at Royal Liverpool in England, which 
is notorious for posing some of the toughest scoring conditions that golf has to offer. However, these conditions did not slow 
down Pak, as he was the only player in the tournament to not lose a single match on the way to the USA's thrilling victory over 
Great Britain & Ireland. 
 
“It was one of the greatest experiences in my life,” Pak said. “I mean, you’ve got nine other guys on your team and all of them 
are inside the top-30 in the world rankings and to be able to practice and talk about their games with people at that high of a 
level, it was a great experience.” 
 
Frida Kinhult is currently ranked No. 4 among women’s amateurs. The Sweden native is coming off of one of the most dominant 
freshman seasons that the collegiate game has seen. Last week, Kinhult placed a tie atop the leaderboard en route to Florida 
State’s fifth overall finish at the Schooner Fall Classic in Oklahoma. This marks Kinhult’s first individual championship of the 2019-
2020 season.  
 
FSU has never been home to such a heralded women’s amateur golfer like Kinhult. With this distinction, one could expect Kinhult 
to succumb to a sense of pressure but the sophomore thinks otherwise.  
 
“I kind of see it more as a motivation,” Kinhult said. “I try to not put too much pressure on myself in those situations. I try to see 
it as an opportunity instead and hopefully we can make something great out of it.” 
 
Both Kinhult and Pak’s early success as amateurs suggests that professional golf is not too far off for the two.  
 
“Definitely, we’re both thinking about it,” Pak said. “Obviously, I know Frida is looking at it more in the near future than I am but 
I think it’s definitely something I want to do.” 
 
Pak and Kinhult’s efforts to maintain their positions atop the amateur leaderboards while continuing their duties as students is 
nothing short of impressive. Kinhult chalks up her success as a student-athlete to her ability to plan ahead.  
 
 “I like to have a plan every day,” Kinhult said. “It sounds like a lot, and it is a lot of schoolwork but as long as you keep up and 
plan it out, it’s makeable.” 
 
Being from Sweden, Kinhult has been challenged with balancing life in a foreign country with all of her other duties as a student 
and golfer. Her brother and fellow golfer Marcus Kinhult chose to go a different route by forgoing college and playing right away. 
He is currently ranked No. 39 on the European Tour. Frida maintains that Marcus’ success drives her to compete that much harder 
for success.  
 
 “We’re going different paths but it’s still the same game,” Kinhult said. “We’re learning from each other, trying to help each 
other become better each day.” 
 
There’s no doubt that Florida State’s golf program has honed some of the most talented amateurs in the nation. With the 
Seminole Golf Club on the brink of reopening following long-time renovations, it will be interesting to see how the Jack Nicklaus-
designed course influences the FSU’s golfers. Expect Pak and Kinhult to improve from a course that is expected to present a 
sizable challenge. 
 



“I’m really excited,” Pak said. “I know it’s going to be as good as everyone says it is and to have a tough challenge like that and 
practicing everyday will definitely help us in the future.”  
 


